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GAME REVIEWS

Uncharted:
Drake’s Fortune
PS3, available now,
£44·99
$ Here’s that rarest of
things, a PS3-only title
that’s good enough to
make you consider
buying Sony’s costly
console. Despite obvious
similarities to Tomb
Raider (your blokey
version of Lara Croft
searches for El Dorado
while ﬁghting oﬀ armies

of bad guys), Uncharted
is an original and
compelling game. The
graphics and animations
are stunning
throughout. The way the
character moves, ﬁghts
and responds to the
environment gives a
naturalistic feel to the
gameplay. Unlike the
Tomb Raiders,
negotiating perilous
ledges doesn’t need
to be unyieldingly
precise and there’s
good use of the

The Legend of
Zelda: Phantom
Hourglass
Nintendo DS. Available now,
£29·99
$ When Nintendo went all
grim-and-gritty with the last
Zelda game, Twilight Princess,
it was assumed that the cutesy,
cartoony style of the previous
instalment, Wind Waker, had
gone for good. Well, fans of
island-hopping midgets can
rejoice, thanks to this
handheld sequel. When last we
saw our hero, he was sailing oﬀ
into the sunset, world saved

controller’s tilt function
in helping you balance
on narrow bridges or
fallen trees. The combat
system is intuitive and
familiar, too. You can
take cover behind
anything and slide
around objects to shield
yourself from the
changing direction of
ﬁre, making for
enjoyable gunﬁghts. A
must-have for anyone
who enjoys a rip-roaring
adventure.
Chris Burke

Call of Duty 4:
Modern Warfare
PS3 (version tested),
Xbox360 and PC.
Available now, from
£39·99
$ This scooped the
award for best military
game at the recent Spike
video game awards in
the US, and it’s not hard
to see why. It’s perhaps
the best ﬁrst-person
shooter ever made,
better even than this

and girl gotten. But within
moments, a sinister Ghost Ship
has made oﬀ with the princess,
and it’s back to the old grind:
explore dungeons, collect
items, slay monsters. The game
has been lavished with care,
from the lovely 3D graphics to
the expert use of the console’s
capabilities (the ability to
scribble notes on your map is a
particular highlight).
Admittedly, the novelty is all in
the controls: the gameplay is
simply a repeat of the formula
used since 1998’s Ocarina of
Time. Luckily, it’s a formula that
still works a treat.
Robert Colvile

Lego Star Wars: The
Complete Saga
PS3 (version played), Wii, Xbox
360, DS. Available now, from
£29·99
$ Whoever it was who had the
idea to combine the epic
storytelling of Star Wars with
the childish joy of Lego is a
genius. Not only do you get to
run around all the ﬁlms as
pretty much any Stars Wars
character you want to, you
get to do it in Lego! This
means your characters can
build themselves racers from
random blocks left lying

Unreal Tournament 3
PC. Available now, £34·99
$ÊIf you’ve picked up a decent
game recently – Gears Of War,
Stranglehold, Bioshock, you
name it – you’ll have been
playing something built on the
‘Unreal 3’ game engine. Now
the boﬃns that licensed that
technology to everyone else
have used it in their own game.
As you’d expect, the graphics,
artiﬁcial intelligence and
physics are all hyper-realistic,
but it’s the sheer busyness of
the game that will blow your
mind. And yet it’s also brutally
simple – kill or be killed. You

year’s blockbuster, Halo
3. Ditching the usual
World War II scenario,
Call of Duty’s makers
have embraced the
“modern warfare” ethos,
plunging players into a
world of terrorism,
fundamentalism and
WMDs as an SAS recruit
or a seasoned US
Marine. The SAS
missions are all brutal
eﬃciency while the
Marine levels are a tour
de force of thunderous
mayhem. Despite the

have a superb arsenal of
weaponry at your disposal and
a hugely inventive range of
vehicles – handy because the
arenas are massive and
breathtaking in their detail. You
won’t have time to look at the
scenery, though, amid the fast
and furious carnage. There’s a
decent story mode (humans
versus aliens again), but online
is where it really comes into its
own, with seamless loading on
servers, co-operative play and
all the usual multiplayer game
types. The PC version is also
bundled with a “toolset” that
allows you to build your own
levels and game types.
Chris Burke

single player campaign
only lasting about eight
hours, the multiplayer
options add almost
unlimited longevity with
a smart roleplay-style
system giving you
improved weapons and
abilities and frenetic
online challenges. The
graphics and sound are
also truly next-gen.
Brutal, intelligent,
elegant and adult,
COD4: Modern Warfare
is the future of gaming.
Iain Gray

Kane & Lynch:
Dead Men
PS3, PC and Xbox 360
(version tested).
Available now, from
£29·99
$ Borrowing heavily
from the style of Michael
Mann’s crime thrillers,
this third-personshooter is a compelling
if ﬂawed aﬀair. Many
players may be put oﬀ by
the anti-heroes: Kane is
a career criminal headed

for the gas chamber for
killing 25 people, and
Lynch is a schizophrenic
psychopath who may or
may not have murdered
his family. The game is
also not without its
problems – using walls
as cover is problematic,
the artiﬁcial-intelligencedriven foes are so
accurate as to be
ridiculously lethal and
the lighting in some set
pieces is so dark you’ll
have to adjust the
brightness on your TV to

see what’s going on.
However, the
visceral gunﬁghts –
both in the campaign
and innovative co-op
modes – and strongly
written plot have a
gritty charm. The
voice acting is also top
notch. Graphics snobs
will give it a miss, but
fans of hard-boiled
cinema who don’t mind
a few rough edges
should sign up
immediately.
Nick Cowen

Telegraph TV News Now.
You decide when it’s the
top of the hour.

around, that the enemies they
kill fall into little piles of parts
and, instead of collecting coins,
you pick up shiny Lego studs. It
really is pretty much perfect.
And don’t be put oﬀ if you
weren’t a fan of the latest
trilogy – all action and cut
scenes are dialogue free, which
makes the plot far less
irritating, and the silent
mugging for the camera of the
Lego characters is hilarious.
This is the ﬁrst time Lego Star
Wars has been available on the
Wii, and the Complete Saga
also oﬀers new characters and
new levels.
Hari Patience

Telegraph TV News Now features
news, comment and opinion from the
Telegraph’s biggest names, updated
throughout the day so you can watch
the news online when it suits you.

What’s more, you can select which
items you want to watch, from
breaking news to sport, business and
entertainment. Watch it live online
now at Telegraph.co.uk.

